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Cooking with the sun in Cambodia

To find truly suitable green technologies for rural communities, a survey was conducted among 97 households in 
Cambodia’s Takeo Province. Based on the findings that almost three quarters of them still rely on firewood for 
cooking,1 the ASEM SMEs Eco-Innovation Center, an organization that builds green innovation bridges between 
small- and medium-enterprises in Asia and Europe, set up a project in which locals were trained on how to manu-
facture and maintain solar cookers. The project was sponsored by the Small and Medium Business Administration 
of the Republic of Korea and linked with the Global Green Growth Institute country programme to encourage 
small and medium-sized commercial ventures for selling solar cookers. Villagers were given entrepreneur training 
and assistance in setting up businesses that ideally would lead to more diverse technologies, such as solar 
panels, in sunlight-affluent Cambodia.

Solar lantern rental system shines many lights in Lao People's Democratic Republic2

A large proportion of the population of Lao People’s Democratic Republic lives in remote rural areas without 
access to the public electricity grid. For them, kerosene lamps are the only option available to light up their dark-
ness, even though many studies have shown that kerosene fuels have detrimental environmental, economic 
and health impacts. 

In pockets across the region are tiny attempts to provide villagers without electricity safer options than kerosene. 
One seemingly bright prospect, solar lighting systems, has not been very successful in some countries because 
of poor quality equipment or battery failures as a result of inappropriate use and irregular charging. Thus Sunla-
bob Ltd., a commercial company based in the Lao People’s Democratic Republic, set out to transcend those 
difficulties and prove that solar power could sustainably light up rural lives. Sunlabob developed an innovative 
approach for providing fee-based services for charging solar lanterns: They use a village-based charging station, 
which is powered by a photovoltaic array and managed by community technicians. Fees are applied to the 
service delivery, including the use of the lanterns, which is reasonable and lower than the cost of kerosene.  

As part of the approach, a Village Energy Committee is usually established to manage, coordinate and oversee 
the process of collective decision-making. Sunlabob experts train the village technicians, who are assigned to 
charge the lanterns, operate the solar charging stations, collect fees and maintain the system. 

The approach has been successfully replicated in Afghanistan, Cambodia and Uganda.3 In 2010, as part of the 
regional green growth capacity development pilot for Cambodia, solar lantern rental systems were set up in two 
floating villages in the Thonle Sap district, in Siem Reap Province, replicating the Lao model with assistance from 
ESCAP and Sunlabob. During prolonged heavy flooding in 2011, villagers stranded in their homes used the solar 
lanterns for charging phones and other emergency needs. The service lit up the lives so successfully, more villag-
ers are demanding the solar lantern service and the Government is looking for ways to finance expanded cover-
age.  

Human and animal waste fuel improved quality of life in Samoa 

Relying on blueprints of bio-digester technologies from Thailand and Viet Nam, the Falelauniu community of the 
Faleata district of Samoa created a clean bio gas by capturing the methane from a mixture of human sanitation 
effluents and animal waste. Introduced to the community through the Youth with a Mission NGO, the low-tech 
and low-cost technological approach of bio-mimicry has put vital livelihood services, like lighting, heating and 
access to cooking fuel, within the reach of poor community dwellers. Additionally, residue from the bio-digesters 
was discovered to boost organic agriculture. As a result, households are now making considerable savings on 
their energy bills and food products while increasing their incomes by selling excess produce.  

The pilot project set up a training and demonstration centre in the Falelauniu community and encouraged 
young people to acquire the skills needed to bio-digest while generating employment through a community-
based cooperative that sold the gas. Now the centre provides similar fee-based technical services to other 
communities replicating the pro-poor green business model.4 The pilot project has been replicated successfully 
in Fiji and Vanuatu, with other Pacific countries, such as Tonga, considering it. 
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